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Senior Ball
To Highlight
Full Weekend
Spring Weekend tills year has
twice Its usual entertainment. The
April 30 - May 1 festivities will
combine the features of Senior
Ball and I.F.C. weekend.
Josh White jr., the"Rockln' Ram-
rods," and either the Ralph Flana-
gan Orchestra or the Glenn Mil-
ler Orchestra will provide the en-
tertainment for Friday's Senior
Ball.
The Rockln' Ramrods will per-
form continuously in the Frosh
dining1 hall from 9 to 1:30 a.m.
Josh White Jr. will sing a medley
of folk songs in two 45-minute
shows In The Washington Room.
The Chiffons, the Crests, and
Frankie Lyman will appear at
the I.F.C.'s four-hour rock n'
roll show from 4;30 to 8:30 Sat-
urday afternoon and evening. Fol-
lowing four afternoon athletic con-
tests, Vernon Street will be closed
and the groups will entertain from
a platform in the middle of the
street.
Each fraternity plans a conces-
sion stand to supplement the after-
noon's activity and to provide a
"carnival atmosphere".
Six Performances
JA fs9 Frosh In New Dorms;
Seabury, Allen May Close
Jesters to Play: New York Hif
THE FANTASTIC KS, a musical
comedy which has been playing
off - Broadway In New York's
Greenwich Village continously
for more than seven years, will be
performed by the Jesters and the
Glee Club during the last week
of April in the Goodwin Theater
of the Austin Arts Center.
It will be the first full dramatic
production to be produced in the
new Center.
Directed by George E. Nichols
III, acting director of the Arts
Center and faculty advisor to the
Jesters, the play has two sets of
stars who will share the spot-
light at alternate performances.
Stevenson D. Morgan '65 and Kath-
leen Hickey will appear as the
Boy and the Girl In half the shows
(which begin with a benefit on Tues-
day, April 27) and Bruce A. Jay
'65 and Ollie Edwards will star
In the other half.
Also in the cast are Stephen M.
Parks '66, El Gallo, the Narrator;
Samuel C. Coale V '66 and John
L. Wodatch Jr. '66, the Fathers;
Jerome H. Liebowitz '65, the Old
Actor; William S. Bartman Jr.
'68, Mortimer, the Indian, and
David Downes '67, the Mute.
Musical direction Is being done
by Professor Clarence H. Barber,
and the musical accompanists are
James S. Hlatt '65 and William
F. Wharton '66.
Performances will be held from
Wednesday, April 28 through Sat-
urday, May 1 at-8:15 In the evening.
Also there will be a matinee on
Saturday at 2:30 p.m.
The benefit performance on Tues-
day night which will open the play
is being presented for the Trinity
Club of Hartford.
Tickets for all performances will
go on sale no later than Monday,
April 19 in Mather Hall and at the
Box Office in the Arts Center.
Student tickets will cost fifty cents,
and all other seats will be $1.50.
Through the efforts of the stu-
dent-faculty dorm committee, the
dorm problems , arising from a
lack of junior advisor-freshmen
relations, may have been resolved.
The new South Campus Dormitory
will have 60 freshmen among its
250 occupants with freshmen
located only In two-man rooms and
Senate Views
Joining U.S.
Student Assn.
"To associate or not to as-
sociate?" was the question facing
the Senate last night as observers
to the recent Associated Student
Governments' Regional Confer-
ence reported on the meeting held
this weekend at Fordham Uni-
versity in. New York.
R. Douglas Cushman ana David
Downes, both sophomores, indi-
cated that although they arrived
an entire day early for the con-
ference due to a slip up In com-
munications, they found the con-
ference to be both interesting and
informative.
The ASG Is an organization whose
purpose, as stated in its consti-
tution, is assisting student gov-
ernments: In becoming "more ef-
fective, more beneficial, and more
responsive to the needs of their
respective students" and facilita-
ting "the sharing of ideas which
relate to student governmentpro-
grams and projects."
The Senate was expected to make
a decision concerning affiliation
with ASG at its meeting last night.
Cycles and Scooters Legal;
Limited to Off-Campus Use
Restricted use of motorcycles
and motor scooters by Trinity
students Is now permitted ac -
cording to a change in College
regulations announced last week
by F. Gardiner F. Bridge, director
of student affairs.
Mr. Bridge said that the College
made the rule change in response
to a request made by several
undergraduates who proposed the
following rule in place of the pre-
sent ruling on motorcylces and
scooters:
"No Trinity student may main-
tain or operate a motor scooter
or motor cycle on the Trinity
College campus or on the por-
tions of Allen Place, Summit
Street, or Vernon Street border-
ing on the campus while the Col-
lege is in session."
This proposal accepted by the
administration replaces the rule
which prohibited the maintainence
or operation of such vehicles any-
where in the Hartford area while
the College was in session.
In the announcement of the rule
change, Mr. Bridge said also that
motor scooters and motorcycles
used by students must be regis-
tered with the College, and that
students under twenty-one years
of age must have family permis-
sion on file in the Dean of Student's
Office before registering either
type of vehicle.
According to Mr. Bridge, the
College had to make the regulation
about motor scooters and motor-
cycles a few years ago because
they were being operated "irre-
sponsibly" by students.
He expressed hopes that students
whe choose to operate motorcycles
or scooters in the future will abide
by the College regulations and will
operate their vehicles responsibly.
Under the new rules students
operating motorcycles and
scooters will not be permitted
to use school parking lots, but
will be subject to the $25 fine tor
failure to register their vehicles
with the Dean of Students.
DIG IN!--Dr. Albert C. Jacobs (right) shows how it 's done as
the Crew holds formal ground-breaking ceremonies -for its new
boat house on the banks of the Connecticut River. Captain
Seymour Perkins, wields the other oar while Windslow Ayer
and Don Callagban look on.
all four-man rooms to be taken by
upperelassmen.
Roy Heath, dean of students,
stated that "The two governing
principles for the dorm com-
mittee's decisions were to achieve
a variety of classes In all dorm-
itories and to have the JA's close
to their freshmen advisees,"
North Campus Dormitory will
house 48 freshmen. In each of the
six sections in North Campus,
there will be one junior advisor
and six freshmen, Dean Heath ex-
plained, because North Campus
"lends itself to better freshmen-
JA relationships."
Oglbly, as usual will not have
any freshmen residents, and Sea-
bury in all probability will not be
used to house students next year
as it has in the past.
Jarvis will be considerably
altered for next year. Although,
the first floor rooms will con-
tinue to accommodate four stu-
dents, the remaining rooms will
contain only three. Each entry
way will house one junior advisor
rooming with two students who will
not be advisors. The exception
will be the tower, where there will
be two junior advisors rooming
with another student.
No final decision has been made
as to whether Allen East and
West will be used as student dor-
mitories or faculty apartments.
South: Campus Dormitory furni-
shings, with the exception of two ','
lounges; have been selected. The ;
singles, all designed so that they
may be converted Into doubles, will
contain a wardrobe, desk and desk ;
chair, bed with bolster back so
that it can be used as a sofa, and
a lounge chair.
The four man rooms will have a
bed, a wardrobe, a desk, and a j
desk chair In the bedrooms, The |
living rooms will be furnished with i
a sofa, a lounge chair, a coffee
table, and a bookcase. '•
Some rooms will have king-size <•
beds for the taller students, and :
none of the furniture is built-in, ,
so that the students can rearrange '
their furnishings as desired. ;.
Dr. Heath emphasized that the I
manner in which the dorm com-i
mittee has worked on the dorms;
for next year has been very grati- \
tying. ;
The dorm committee Is composed;
of four members of the administra-
tion — Dean Roy Heath; F.i
Gardiner F. Bridge, director of!
student affairs; Dean H. Kelsey, '•
associate comptroller and Joseph!
T. Schilling, assistant comp-i
troller -- and seven students—'
Frederick B. Sargent '66, Geof-'
frey J. White '67, Patrick M.Red-
mond '68, Calvin P. Bradford '66,
William P. Getty III '67, Thomas
R. Goodyear '67 and Milton Kris-,
iloff ' 66. ' .. ;
Morgan to Give
Lecture on Arts
Dr. Charles H. Morgan, visiting!
professor of the arts and chair-;
man of the department of the arts,;
will deliver the annual Phi Beta
Kappa lecture on "The Arts and a
Liberal Arts Education" tonight
at 8:15 in the Coodwln Theater of
the Arts Center, |
Prof.. Morgan, who is teaching
at Amherst as the William E,
Mead Professor of Fine Arts, is
also a prominent classist. If
addition to serving as a trusted
of the America^ School of Classl-
(Continued on Page 2) ;
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Griffin's 'Humility9 First in
Austin Dante Competition
"Humility" by Russell Griffin '65
was judged the winner in the first
student art exhibit which opened
yesterday In the new Austin Arts
Center.
The paintings and sketches are
devoted to Dante's INFERNO in
connection with the month/long
celebration of the 700th anniver-
sary of the birth of Dante being
commemorated by the-Cesare Bar-
bieri Center for Italian Studies.
Judges for the art contest were
Dr, Thomas Bergin, Sterling Pro-
fessor of Romance Languages at
Yale, Dante scholar who spoke last
night on "Dante's Poem: Letter and
Spirit," _Mr. Charles Ferguson,
Morgan. *
(Continued frum Page 1)
cal Studies in Athens, he has
written THE LIFE OF MICHE-
LANGELO (1960) and has pub -
lished three editions of THE GUIDE
to the Corinth Museum.
Dr. Morgan's address will fol-
low the initiation of eleven seniors
into Phi Beta Kappa, whose Trinity
Beta Chapter is the second oldest
in Connecticut.
director, New Britain Museum of
American Art, and Mrs. Florence
Berkman, Hartford Times.
Second prize went to Edward
Hauser '65 and honorable men-
tions were awarded to Raymond
Lynch '65, Owen Hamilton '65,
and Henry F. Stocek '65.
Donnelly to Talk
In Psychology
Dr. John Donnelly, medical di-
rector for the Institute of Living,
in Hartford, will speak to the
Psychology Club on April 26 on
"Psychiatric Symptomatology in
Relation to Cultural Changes,"
Dr, Donnelly, a member of Am-
erican and English medical boards,
is Chairman of the Board of Mental
Health of the State of Connecticut,
and Chairman of the Committee on
Mental Health of the Connecticut
State Medical Society.
Having had extensive experience
in this country and abroad, Dr.
Donnelly has been the author of
many papers on psychiatric sub-
jects.
'^  Exciting
' New
'^\ Designs
r-4 D <3 S
True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond en-
gagement ring. Each setting is a masterpiece of
design, reflecting the full brilliance and beauty
of the center diamond... a perfect gem of flaw-
less clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on the
tag is your assurance of fine quality and lasting
satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake is
awaiting your selection at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find
him in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers." Prices from $100
to $2500. Rings enlarged to
show beauty of detail.®Trade-
mark registered.
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan
Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page
full color folder, both for only 25^. Also, send
special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
Name-
Address.
City- _Co._ -S ta te .
^
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE,
Paper Tiger?
Asian Policy Hit At Harvard
by Ray Reynolds Graves
and Wilson T. Kury
"The U.S. should support Com-
munistic nationalism in Asia ...
Neutralize Viet Nam ... U.S. IS
a paper tiger."
These were the battle cries of
the Second Annual China Confer-
ence at Harvard last month. The
purpose was the presentation of a
spectrum of views that stimulated
controversy and in turn deeper
thought on the subject.
A weekend of discussion con -
ducted by "bis guns" in Asian
politics blasted away many naive
ideas with ve; jal buckshot.
Felix Greene, BBC corres-
pondent in Asia, smashed num-
erous icons of American foreign
policy: We are still a paper tiger,
he said,
Many people take 'paper tiger'
to mean the fear of employing our
military weapons, but Red China
construes 'paper tiger, as a label
for the uselessness of our using
military means to win the minds
of the Asian people, added the
speaker.
"BOMBING HANOI will not affect
the Viet Cong in the South," he
declared. In a mania to win the
MILITARY war, we overlook so-
cial and political factors; the Viet
Cong infiltration of Viet Nam na-
tionalism and their control of 85%
of the land.
Thus, said Mr. Greene, they have
some independence and are not a
direct arm of Hanoi. Increased
pressure against Hanoi will not
necessarily affect the Viet Cong.
He asserted, "The U.S. Is hypo-
critical in the defense of democ-
racy."
Too often we regard a social
upheaval in a country as detri-
mental to our defense against Com-
munism, he' said, and we back the
established ruler who is usually
a Rhee or a Franco,
But since such rulers are dic-
tators on American dole, we es-
tablish a "hypocritical" image and
succeed in losing the minds of the
oppressed classes, he remarked.
THE NEXT SPEAKER was equally
reassuring: "Our intervention In
Asia does not further the revo-
lution we wish to see take place."
According to Peter Grose, Far
Eastern correspondent for The
Times, Ho Chi Mlnh had estab-
lished a Viet Nam free of both
Japanese and French in 1945.
To get American backing, he
wrote a constitution with quotes
from the U.S. Constitution and the
Gettysburg Address, said Mr.
Grose. But the U.S. supported
the colonial claims of France and
Minn turned to Communism.
To improve our position, Mr.
Grose called for " a statement of
purpose" and "an identification
with Asian nationalism."
Prof. Hans J. Morgenthau of the
University of Chicago urged for a i
"revamping of U.S. policy towards
Red China."
"Emotions must be eliminated
In order to ascertain the best
interests of the U.S."
CHINA'S TURN to Communism
after World War II has been ac-
cepted by many in the U.S. as a
"rejection of love and good works,"
he said. "Before the war the United
States employed the "Open Door"
policy to protect China from Euro-
pean imperialism and during the
war bolstered China -against .Tan-
anese aggression, the speaker ex-
plained. Thus China's turn to Com-
munism disappointed the U.S."
Furthermore, he asserted, "We
fail to see the policentristlc na-
ture of Communism."
In addition to the Moscow line,
Prof. Morgenthau observed, there
are the Peking, the independent,
and the 'Titoist' lines, all which
conflict with each other.
"There is no united Communist
movement."
This fear of monolithic com -
munism and our discontent with
Communism in China have blocked
any objective China policy he said.
Present attempts to militarily con-
tain China, the predominant and
respected power of the Asian main-
land, are proof of the failure of
the U.S. to assert a clear policy.
Prof. Morgenthau expressed the
view that the main threat to Asia
is not the Chinese army, but the
political and psychological impact
of Chinese influence on the main-
land.
VISIT!
FRIEIDLY ICE CREAM SHOP'
atp Maple Ave. & Broad Street
Featuring f lie Finest
In Sandwiches & fee Cream
BIG BEEF
50c
AWFUL AWFUL
36c
We Have Just Received
A Complete Selection Of
Our Exclusive Scottish
Shetland Sweaters.
Early Inspection Is Advised
Trinity's Closest Complete
Clothing Store
Open Monday Through Saturday
U.OTHIER j y § ® ^ | # 4 | M r FlkMSHI-R
IMPORTER
24 TRUMBULL STREET • HARTFORD • 525-2139
The overriding factor, he con-
tinued, is that China is looked
upon with respect and admira -
tion by Asians because she has
gained Independence from West-
ern commercial interests.
Chinese influence, political more
than military, cannot be contained
by SEATO and other alliances,
he declared. Attempts to militarily
contain the political dominance of
China in Asia can lead only to a
co.nflict between China and the U.S.
A NEW POLICY capable of deal-
Ing with the politcal subtleties of
Chinese power should be the end
product of this revamping of policy,
said the professor.
Next, Prof. John Fairbanks of
Harvard discussed China in terms
of her historical Sino-centristic
views. "The key to understanding
Red China is the understanding of
their views of themselves and the
rest of the world."
Ancient China was a cultural
island which developed into a
political and ideological unit and
saw all others as uncivilized bar-
barians who must be tolerated for
commercial , reasons, he ex-
plained. Indeed, ito be civilized
was to be Chinese.
This ethnocentric view es -
tablished a well-ordered society
in which the father was the mas-
ter of the home and the emperor,
absolute ruler of the nation, said
Prof. Fairbanks. At the same time
this ethno- centric view was ex-
pansionist, attempting to engulf
other cultures and civilize them.
MODERN CHINA now has a
maximum of nationalistic pride
with great antagonism for the West,
he said. The Revolution has mo-
bilized a new state with new drives,
new doctrines, and inherited
values from the old days. The so-
cial, political, ideological, and
economic programs have all been
mapped-out by Mao Tse-Tung, and
all of the ingredients have been
put Into a careful balance for the
success of China as a whole, he
added.
In light of this Chinese program,
the U.S. involvement and the South
Viet Nam effort, having no social
and political orientation until Pre-
sident Johnson's speech of April
7, was largely over-extended, the
speaker declared.
The United States must try to
win over the peasants in the vil-
lages of South Viet Nam before
it can accomplish its objective,
he said.
 ( C o n t l n u e d Qn p a g e 8 )
liEWYORK!
ECONOM/CAUY «
COMFORTABLY *
CONVENIENTLY |
Make it gay, festive and
enlightening. The William Sloane
House YMCA helps you do it with
special holiday programs.
Clean, comfortable and inexpensive
accommodations for men, women and
co-ef groups of alj sizes.
1,373 single rooms, $3.15
to $4.50; 120 double rooms,
$4.80 to $5.20.
In the heart of New York and convenient
to everything.
Ideal year-round residence and program
center for men, women and co-ed groups.
Write Residence Director for Folder
WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
NOW COED
356 West 34th St. (nr Ninth Ave.)
New Yorls, N.Y. Phone: OXford 5-5133
(One Block From Penn Station)
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Films Stage Company Takes Godot Too Seriously
'Fair L a d / F i l m Flops' And Attempts To Make Drama Of Farce
The film-musical MY FAIR LADY,
now playing at the Cine Webb,
is not art, nor entertainment, but
a narcotic designed to reduce per-
ception to the point where the most
utterly ridiculous bosh becomes
attractive.
This is best exemplified in the
music. Not only is it utterly der
void of any artistic content, but
it lacks even the primitive energy
found in the howls of the savages
of darkest Liverpool. Admittedly
the music of MY FAIR LADY has
a superficial sheen that might
prove attractive at first hearing,
but this does nothing for the film
because every man, woman, and
bouncing babe in the civilized world
has been continually subjected to
the various tunes of the musical
since it first saw daylight in 1956.
The music, though bland, dull,
and worthless, at least was com-
posed with a certain technical com-
petence, The same cannot be said
of the movie. Director George
Cukor seems to be entirely inno-
cent of any knowledge of the ad-
vances that have taken place since
1915 in the art of making films.
Indeed this may give MY FAIR
LADY a certain antiquarian in-
terest. It must be a long time
Criticism
since anyone has made an im-
portant movie without one
closeup, angle shot or figural com-
position of any value.
Actually Cukor did not make a
movie at all. He simply photo-
graphed a Broadway musical. Thus
devices which may have worked
fairly well on stage appear in a
movie and look completely out of
place, like a beached whale or an
honest man in Congress.
Even a photographed stage play
can be interesting if it has a
good script, but MY FAIR LADY
doesn't. The Broadway musical
adulterated George Bernard
Shaw's original version 0? the
story, but the movie emasculates
it.
In its movie version, the story
is just a Victorian exercise in
sentimentality concerning a lin-
guistics professor who takes a
flower girl off the streets, turns
her into a lady, and then falls in
love with her.
Whatever its faults, MY FAIR
LADY is consistent. Not only is
the music, direction, and script
grotesquely bad, so is its acting.
Audrey Hepburn and Rex Harrison,
the stars, are capable of good act-
ing, but in this movie they overplay
FOR YOUR CAR —
With
Student Identification
10% OFF on Labor & Parts
Gas Discount
at
WALT'S SUNOCO
SERVICE STATION
corner of
New Britain & Broad Stree
near the field house eait
Tel. 527-5507
their parts as if they were in a
television situation comedy.
Thus MY FAIR LADY is an awful
movie. But strangely, its utterly
worthless bombast has a certain
narcotic effect that quiets the
nerves and makes the mind regress
into childhood. And the movie has
many aspects such as bright
colors, music, and lots of action
that appeal to a childish mind.
These may be the reasons that
the eminent members of the Mo-
tion Picture Academy voted MY
FAIR LADY the award for the
best picture of the year,
K.S.
William Francisco, the director
of the Hartford Stage Company's
current production of Samuel
Beckett's WAITING FOR GODOT,
writes in his program notes, "For
me GODOT has more to do with
the Twentieth Century in all its
complexities than any other single
piece of work I know."
That's a fair enough evaluation,
but Francisco is too conscious
of the cosmic implications of the
play and not adequately aware
of the aspects of slapstick and
farce that make it stageable. As
a result, his production of GOVOT
is, in spots, so serious as to be
pompous when a more comic
interpretation would make its
philosophic meaning clearer.
For example, In this play the
character Pozzo helps indicate
the senselessness of grand ab-
stractions by the contrast be -
tween his speeches, which are
full of cliches on love and beauty,
and his actions towards his slave
Lucky, which are inhumanly sav-
age.
But in the Hartford Stage Com-
pany's production, Pozzo's pom-
pous and meaningless speeches
are presented seriously, although
if they are taken at face value, a
Movie Entertainment In Hartford Ranges
From Hollywood Comedy To Japanese Art
In the movie BECKET, now play-
ing at the Central Theater in
West Hartford, much is lost in
the adaption from the stage play,
but enough of Jean Anouilh's wit
and philosophy are retained to
make this story of the conflict
between King Henry II of Eng-
land and Thomas Becket, the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, well worth
seeing.
The Beetles' movie A HARD DAYS
NIGHT, now at the Allyn Theater,
is both artistic and funny, and
should be seen even by those who
think that they've heard too muci.
of the group already.
Jack Lemmon is funny and Virna
Lisi is very beautiful in HOW TO
MURDER YOUR WIFE at the Burn-
side Theater in East Hartford,
but they are limited by the script
of a brainless Hollywood comedy,
so this movie is not worth making
any particular effort to see.
JOHN GOLDFARB, PLEASE
COME HOME is a worthless Holly-
wood comedy about a Middle East-
ern monarch who decides to chal-
lenge Notre Dame to a football
game. Only students of the law
of libel and censorship should
bother going to E.M. Loew's The-
ater to see it.
36 HOURS', now at the Webster
and Lenox Theaters is a medi-
ocre war drama with an interesting1
plot about an American officer
who is captured by the Germans
who then try to make him believe
that ten years have passed and
that the war is over.
Starting Wednesday, the Rivoli
Theater will present WOMAN IN
THE DUNES, an exquisitely made
Japanese movie that was one of
the best films of 1964.
MARY POPPINS, now at the Elm
Theater, is a bright and jolly
musical starring Julie Andrews,
designed for children, and child-
ish adults.
The Strand Theater is now pre-
senting MARRIAGE ITALIAN
STYLE, an excellent comedy star-
ring Sophia Loren and Marcello
Mastroianni as a couple that de-
cides to get married after an af-
fair, lasting twenty-two years.
The Cine Webb is showing MY
FAIR LADY, a hopeless, useless,
worthless adaptation of the Broad-
way musical (see review In this
section).
SEANCE ON A WET AFTERNOON
which will start Wednesday at the
Rivoli Theater, is a film about a
medium who kidnaps a child, long,
dull and irritating, but beautifully
made.
TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
Special This Week
• One Day Service
« Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
e Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
Career Opportunity
UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
VENEREAL DISEASE BRANCH - COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CENTER
We are going to eradicate syphilis in the United States.
We need people who want immediate job involvement, interesting work, an outlet
for creative ideas, and an excellent opportunity for advancement.
We want to talk with above average senior students who are majoring in the
following academic fields:
BIOLOGY
ENGLISH
JOURNALISM
ECONOMICS
HISTORY
HUMANITIES
LANGUAGES
PHILOSOPHY
PUBLIC HEALTH
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
POLITICAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCES
PSYCHOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
For additional information, please contact:
Mr. William J. White
Public Health Advisor
93 Worth Street
New York, New York
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
large section of the Beckett play
becomes meaningless.
Also, some of the dialogue be-
tween the two main characters of
the play, the tramps Vladimir and
Estragon, are delivered In a dra-
matic manner that would be more
appropriate to high tragedy than
low farce. The characters of Godot
are shallow, abstract and comic,
and an attempt to find depth in
them that just isn't there results
simply in dullness.
Another fault of this production
of GODOT lies in the gimmicks
that director Francisco uses,
which are Irritating simply be-
cause they so obviously are gim-
micks.
For example, both acts are pre-
ceded by music from popular songs
and commercial jingles. Also the
time of day is quite needlessly
Indicated by pictures of either
clouds or the moon projected on
a ragged sheet behind the stage.
Thus the Hartford Stage Com- ,
pany's presentation of WAITING
FOR GODOT has important d e -
fects. But this doesn't mean that
it isn't worth seeing before it
closes May 2. For one thing*
large sections of the play are:
•well done and extremely enter-
taining. But most important, Beck-
ett's play in itself redeems any
faults in this performance. It is.
one of the best refutations ever;
written of the recurrent myth that
the world actually makes some
sense. K.S.
WELCOME
SPRINC
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Honor System
While writing our last editorial on the
Medusa, we had buried deep in our mind the
belief that the establishment of an honor
system is the only sane solution for dimin-
ishing the student disciplinary problem at
Trinity.
Why is it a solution? The answer, we feel,
is that persons will not violate rules of hon-
orable behavior if they begin to feel respon-
sible to themselves and to the community,
places where this feeling may not have ex-
isted before. With the inception of an honor
system, therefore, a student does not err in
a, vacuum, as he may now, but he begins to
realize that what he does directly affects
either physically or morally his fellow stu-
dent,
The honor system which we feel is neces-
sary is one that would extend to both aca-
demic and social spheres. Anticipating per-
haps a startled reaction to concern for the
latter sphere, we urge the reader to bear with
our explanation appearing below. First, how-
ever, we must propose our conception of the
honor system.
At matriculation each student would pledge
to 1) attribute only that work which is his own
to himself and conduct himself like a gen-
tleman, particularly in public, social situa-
tions; 2) refuse aid to any student who would
violate one's own code of honor; and 3) urge
a violating student to desist.
Here we have students responsible to each
other. In a grotesque way, we now have stu-
dents responsible to each other but the sys-
tem seems to work only one way. That is,
the Medusa is responsible to the student
body, but students as a whole do not feel re-
responsible to the Medusa.
And why should they? The Medusa is made
up of students like all of us. Although they
are supposed to be superior students—good
grades, good judgement, integrity, concern
for the Trinity community—they are, never-
theless, students. We can find, as we have
said before absolutely no reason they should
be in a position where they must be respon-
sible to the student body, and neither can we
see any justification for students being re-
sponsible to these seven, black-gowned
seniors.
The implication is obvious. Not only must
the Medusa be divested of its police duties,
it must be relieved of its judiciary power
over other students. We reiterate: adoles-
cents should not have to punish other adol-
escents. If they are normal, they have enough
problems of their own.
We recommend that the Dean of Students
simply levy whatever punishment are neces-
sary in cases brought before him by what-
ever police system the College adopts. The
Dean is older, more experienced, and cer-
tainly much better qualified to handle in-
fringements with dispatch and justice.
Foreseeing objections, we ask the imple-
mentation of a student governing board of
appeals which could recommend a reconsi-
sideration of the punishment for specific
reasons.
Let .us rid the campus of the farce the
Medusa has necessarily become.
Arts Center
For all intents and purposes, the Austin
Arts.Center has opened for students. Let us
repeat: The Austin-Arts Center has opened
for students, and for students the Austin. Arts
Center was built.
It was students who helped raise a sub-
stantial part of the cost for the $2 1/4 mil-
lion building, it was students who watched
it grow, it was students who were first in-
vited to the Open House, and we hope it
will be students who take every advantage
of the Center. Needless to say, the Center
will remain sterile without active student
involvement in the functions which it nur-
tures and so elegantly fosters.
It is the responsibility of the student body
both to find ways in which it can make the
Center come alive so that the building will
breathe (yes, we'll say it) culture. We
think that events last weekend showed a
positive step in this direction, and it ap-
pears that events scheduled for the short
time remaining this year show an encourag-
ing utilization of the Center.
But once this building comes alive, we
students must keep it from dying. This state-
ment means that the Center as one of Trin-
ity's most elaborate buildings, containing
very expensive furniture and finished with
-costly building materials, must be respected.
Austin is a warm building; it is a place
where one can relax away from bare cinder
blocks; it is a place where one can view
expensive ,art treasures, hear fine music,
enjoy theatrical performances. It is a place
parents will want to visit. In short, it B the
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only public building on campus Jvhich encour-
ages creativity, activity, and thought within
itself, and, therefore, its quality must be
preserved and carefully protected.
How, though, will this Center come alive,
from where will the vitality come? At pre-
sent, only about 25 students are majoring in
the arts, and although the Center is not
solely for these persons, it is a rather big
building for' 25 students. Of course other
students will make use of Austin as Jesters,
musicians artists and singers, but one can-
not expect the small number of persons in
these activities to exercise the structure to
its fullest advantage.
We wonder how many of those prospective
arts majors (in the purest sense of the term)
who might otherwise come to Trinity, do not
because of the mathematics requirement. It
would seem that too many arts students are
not willing to take the risk of passing math
at Trinity when they can, go to another col-
lege which does not have the requirement.
What the Arts Center needs as its life
blood and what the student body needs to
bolster itself is more students who are vital-
ly interested in the arts, who are talented
in these fields, and who consequently may
possibly be different from the average Trin-
ity student, if there is such an individual.
We are seeking more extremes.
The Austin Arts Center stands with its
doors open, ready to receive all those who
are willing to enter and learn, all those who
are willing to improve themselves, all those
who are willing to improve the Center.
Agrees
To the Editor:
Speaking for the Trinity Poetry
Center, I would like to thank
Steven Diamant for his suggestion
about the selection of poets who
come to Trinity each year.
The Trinity Poetry Center is
somewhat unusual in that it is
made up of almost equal repre-
sentation of faculty, students, and
administration. The alumni group
is also represented through its
generous contributions (notably by
Mr. George Ferris, Mr. Clarence
Penn," and Mr. Lloyd Smith). But
this broad representation would be
meaningless if the students of
Trinity did not take a personal ,
interest in the selection of poets
and in their works as well. Steven
Diamant has taken this interest
and we hope that he is only one
of many.
Turning now to the actual se-
lection, I should say that we agree
entirely with Mr. Diamant's con-
tention that these "poets in resi-
dence" should represent various
styles, attitudes, and "schools."
It was for this reason that we had
Mr. Karl Shapiro last year. His
own poetry represents a sharp
contrast with the so-called "ac-
ademic poet" tradition, and his
most recent volume is an excel-
lent example of this contrast. And
as a critic, Mr. Shapiro has been
one of the most notable defenders
of "Beat Poetry."
In addition to Karl Shapiro, we
have considered Allen Ginsberg
and Lawrence Ferlinghetti as well
as Mr. Diamant's nomination,
Charles Olson. We must evaluate
not only their poetry but their
ability to perform publicly and
their availability. One argument
against Olson was that he has not
been anthologized widely enough to
make him well known among the
students, but no decision is ever
final. While selections have to be
made almost two years in advance,
student preferences have always
been considered as a major fact-
or in making a decision.
Once again, our thanks to Mr.
Diamant. We hope that other stu-
dents will follow his example by
discussing just what poets we might
invite to Trinity. Mr. Foulke and
I and the student members, Mai
Carter, Russ Griffin, and Doug
Cushman will be happy to talk
over further nominations at any
time. This program, after all,
belongs to us all.
Stephen Minot
Long Awaited
To the Editors
Members of the administration
have discussed with various stu-
dents the role of Trinity College
and its relationship to the Hart-
ford community. This is what many
students have long waited for.
Exactly what, however these of-
ficials wanted is not completely
clear to me. It may have been
an attempt to further initiate stu-
dent concern and action as ex-
plored by the TRIPOD (March
16, 1965, etc.) Or perhaps, they
were interested in learning how
the college could promote what
student leaders have hitherto un-
dertaken themselves without col-
lege assistance. Maybe they were
just interested in who was doing
what for their own records. Con-
ceivably their interest was gen-
erated, however, from the recog-
nition that existing student action
within the community Is just good
publicity.
What the students themselves
were concerned about at this dis-
cussion was equally ambiguous;
some were vitally concerned with
their specific interests and failed
to clarify general hopes for col-
lege policy. Others were inter-
ested in public relations--how to
make the college look good in the
eyes of the community or how to
get the community onto the cam-
pus. Others yet were uncertain
of the college's relation to com-
munity or student commitment.
What was disheartening was the
failure of both groups to identi-
fy their interests as a group: that
is, what the college would expect
from a meeting of this sort, or
on the other hand, what students
would or could expect from the
administration. Perhaps the pres-
ident of Mt. Holyoke college sug-
gested a possible answer to this
dilemma when, speaking at a stu-
dent conference, he noted it was
the school's responsibility not nec-
essarily to initiate student con- '
cern, but it was Indeed their re-
sponsibility, especially in an open
society, to provide the facilities
for student discussion (and in-
volvement).
I am personally appreciative and
hopeful of a meeting of this sort,
for it signifies that our admin-
istration, at least in part, are
concerned with their role in the
education of Trinity students. If
their concern is with stimulating
the intellectual energy levels on
campus or In the community, their
best bet might be to look to the
admissions office and selection of
candidates. If their desire, how-
ever, is,to stimulate what exists
already, then they must make it
known that the school is willing
"to provide the facilities," which
involves a certain minimal com-
mitment--be it only a department
of sociology.
I urge further open discussion
and comment of this nature. Sim-
ilarly, those students concerned
with this issue should make them-
selves known.
Thomas R. Franklin '66
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Josef Albers
The Many Faces of Color
by Mitchel Pappas
Associate Professor of Fine Arts
Who is Josef Albers? Painters know him
as the gentleman who said that "painting is cooking;
leave the mixing of paint to the chemist--let
the artist do the selecting."
Librarians know him as the artist whose book
has just relieved the exchequer of two hundred
dollars.
Yalies know him as the former head of the
Department of Design which In 1950 supplanted
the honored academy steeped in the Beaux Arts
tradition.
Historians know1 him as one of the leaders
of the Bauhaus School In Weimar, Germany,
led by Walter Gropius in 1919. With Albers
and contemporary greats such as Klee, Kan-
dinsky, and Felninger, they hoped to "create
a new guild of craftsmen, without the class
distinctions which raise an arrogant barrier
between craftsman and artist."
Gallery owners and collectors know him as
the painter who pays 'Homage to the Square'
to the tune of $6,600 each, if they would like
one.
Airline travelers know him as the painter of
a huge enigmatic, prismatic mural on a wall
of Saarinen's TWA Building at Kennedy Airport.
Trinity College WILL know him as the painter,
lecturer, and teacher who brought art, science,
philosophy, sociology and psychology into common
focus through the genius of the master crafts-
man. They will find him refreshing, which is
rare In an art world constipated with shod-
diness and hoop-la as practiced by what one
critic calls "the amateur cum-professlonal."
On the week of April 19, Professor Albers
will spend five days on the campus of Trinity
College, during which time he will give three
formal lectures, informal talks, classroom and
seminar discussions. The three lectures en-
titled, EDUCATION, POSSESSIVE OR PRODUC-
TIVE, ONE PLUS ONE IS THREE AND MORE,
and DESIGN will inaugurate a new program of
publishing works by eminent artists and scholars
by the College,
Prof. Albers has had a most distinguished
career. Born in Germany in 1888, he has studied
at the Royal Academy School in Berlin, The
School of Applied Arts in Essen, and The Art
Academy In Munich, and he has taught at the
famous Bauhaus in Weimar.
His first assignment in the United States was
as head of the Art Department of Black Mountain
College in North Carolina in the 1930's. In
1950, he spent ten years as the Chairman of
the Department of Design at Yale University.
He is now painting continually, with works
in permanent collections at Harvard, Hartford,
The Whitney, The Guggenheim, and the National
Gallery to the West Coast of Portland and Los
Angeles and many others. He is currently ex-
hibiting at the Janis Gallery in New York, also
in Cleveland, and South America.
He has written books entitled POEMS AND
DRAWINGS, DESPITE STRAIGHT LINES, and the
celebrated INTERACTION OF COLOR, just off
the press.
His INTERACTION OF COLOR is an excitingly
attractive series of 25 hand-printed, silk-screen
combinations, delving into what Josef Albers
says, "is a record of an experimental way of
studying color and of teaching color."
The book does not follow, academically, the
problems of color solved through theory and
practice. Albers places practice before theory
which is the conclusion, he says, of practice.
Strangely, unlike other treaties on color, Albers
resorts to no accepted theories on color, optics,
physiology of visual perception, or presentations
of the physics of light and wave length. What is
important is not what we call knowledge of
facts but vision or just pure seeing.
Seeing in this case, Albers, says implies .
SCHAUEN (as in WELTANSCHAUUNG) and is
connected with fantasy and imagination. How-
Lecturer-in- Residence
ever, In his great book, at the end, Albers
discusses the Goethe Triangle, the color theory
of the German writer who called it his "most
beloved child," the popular Munsell Color System
by A. H. Munsell, an American who died in
1918, and the Ostwald Color System, developed
by a German at the turn of the century.
The latter is highly recommended by Albers.
Though concerned with theories, his color con-
cepts are derived from a preoccupation with the
interaction of color, seeing what happens between
colors rather than a system which anatotalcally
dissects pigments and wave lengths.
Our artist does not paint red apples, but he
has you see that It is not the same red as a
tomato; bricks will not be a red anymore, but
a distinction from the beige, to yellow to orange
to ochre to brown to violet.
Colors can be FILM COLORS, such as distant
blue of a mountain which contains actually green
trees, earth, and rocks or VOLUME COLORS
which exist and are preceived in 3-dlmensional
fluids.
For example, water of a swimming pool with
blue walls will look dyed with blue for reasons
of diffused reflections, and with each step of the
pool downward, the blue of the water increases
progressively, presenting an accurate volume
color effect, explained through the Weber-Fechner
Law and a treatise, THE LAWS OF CONTRAST
OF COLOUR, by M. E. Chevreul in 1868.
What Albers does with his experimentation of
color, his "search not research," is graphically
demonstrated in the exhibit of Albers' paintings,
lithos, woodcuts, and silkscreens opening at the
Austin Arts Center on April 19 in conjuction
' with Albers' residency on the campus at Trinity.
The display of paintings known as the "Homage
to the Square" is not the usual abstract type of
exhibit. Unlike the DE STIJL movement by van
Doesburg and Neo-Plasticism by Mondrian, Al-
bers' work affects the artistic responses in
myriad ways. He uses the square exclusively
(who said the square was a dull shape?).
Albers said that he paints "on square mas-
onite panels because they are cut that way,
and also are easy to paint on the kitchen table."
The squares produce many sensations and act
in the strangest manner optically - they move
forward and backward — they slide from side
to side — they appear and disappear — your
anxiety is aroused, then you're soothed ~ if
you have acrophobia, don't get too close--colors
will fascinate you, delight you, antagonize you,
and amuse you.
One will find Albers an impeccable drafts-
man, a keen
 vstudent of how the physical fact
produces a psychological effect, an astounding
inventor, a most dedicated teacher, arid a sensi-
tive, discriminating colorist. Not the least of
all, Albers is the recognized originator of the
OP Art movement, the showcase for which Is
the exhibit, The Responsive Eye, currently cater-
ing to throngs at the Museum of Modern Art
In New York.
Who Is Josef Albers?——Trinity will long re-
member the shrewd, confident, pixie-like humani-
tarian with the sharp brush and tongue who will '
involve the multi-faceted Trinity family in a
keener, perceptual awareness of the many faces
of color.
Contra Josef Albers
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Tickets
Because the College lecture committee feels that Josef
Albers is of great importance, his lectures will all be
open to the public. However, ticket policy will be on a
"students, first" basis.
Students will be able to sign up for tickets to one or
all of the lectures from April 13-15, Those In fraterni-
ties should see their Senate representatives while freshmen
the independents may go to the Mather Hall office between
11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. on each of the three days.
All tickets may be picked up either from Senators or in
Mather Hall on April 19.
For those who do not obtain tickets in advance, those left
over will be available in the Austin Arts Center after 8:00
p.m. on the night of each lecture. • >£|
Schedule
MONDAY
8:15 p.m. Lecture: "Art Education and General Education:
Possessive or Productive." Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center.
TUESDAY
Time to be Arranged: Visit to Fine Arts 202: Introduction to
Drawing and Painting (Professor Endrich). Studio, Austin
Arts Center.
4:00 p.m. Faculty Reception: Faculty Club.
* • * *
8:15 p.m. Opening of Exhibition:"The Art of Joseph Albers."
Gallery, Austin Arts Center.
WEDNESDAY
10:30 a.m. Visit to Fine Arts 302: Modern Art (Professor
Pappas). Lecture Room, Austin Arts Center.
1:10 p.m. Visit to History 302: The Emergence of Christian
Civilization (Professor Downs). Library Seminar Room 1.
* * *
8:15 p.m. Lecture: "One and One is Three and More." Good-
win Theatre, Austin Arts Center.
THURSDAY
4:00 p.m. Student Reception. Wean Lounge.
8:15 p.m. Lecture: "Design: A Basic Art Concept." Good
win Theatre, Austin Arts Center.
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Corporation Finance
Funston Discusses Origins of Money
Crewi
Scents of Being
The origin of money, "a sixth
sense without which we can not
use the other five," in corporate
finance was the topic of this year's
Ferris Lecture in Corporate Fi-
nance delivered last Tuesday by G.
Keith Funston, president of the
New York Stock Exchange.
Mr. Funston, alumnus and former
President of the College, said that
most of the income in corporate
finance today comes from within
established companies themselves
and that the image of "bustling
young men in search of backers
is a bit out-dated."
With the aid of graphs, Mr. Fun-
ston explained that in the last de-
cade 60% of corporate income came
from internal sources, notably
from depreciation allowance and
retained earnings. Only 40%, with
new issue of stocks contributing
only 3% were generated externally.
This trend, Mr. Funston admitted,
could not have been predicted ten
years ago when economists agreed
that "outside equity capital would
have to be developed for business
to grow."
In this last decade, 195S-64, de-
preciation assets have doubled
while retained earnings have
dropped from 20% to 16% of the
total corporate income.
Mr. Funston, a life trustee of the
College, attributed the rise in de-
preciation to "rapid advance of
technology, federal tax policy and
steady growth in the stock of de-
preciable assets."
"Mr. Trinity," as the President
of the New York Stock Exchange
was introduced, stated that "de-
preciation write-offs kept retained
earnings down."
"Although businessmen would like
to increase their retained earn-
ings," Mr. Funston added, "it
must be remembered that stock
holders are less responsive to
economic theory than to dividend
checks."
The decline of equity financing,
which now contributes only 3%
of the incoming capital, has cre-
ated a "paradox that might have
delighted Gilbert and Sullivan,"
Mr. Funston said.
On one hand, he noted, many
companies no longer seek outside
capital (only eight of the top 30
companies have since 1954), cur-
tailing the role of the underwriter,
and on the other, equity owner-
ship in these companies has be-
come increasingly attractive, and
there has been a growth in de-
mands for securities brokerage
services.
This decline in equity financing
Mr. Funston attributed to "the
unfavorable tax treatment it re-
ceives."
Mr. Funston assured the audi-
ence that the present balance of
external and internal sources of
finance "is producing enough capi-
tal to fulfill our national potential
for satisfactory rates of economic
growth."
Gates to Heaven
March 13, . 1875—Several stu-
dents stole the gates of residences
in the vicinity of the college,
piled them in a room in Jarvis,
and placed on the pile a card,
taken from the chapel, upon which
was printed in large letters "Gloria
inExcelsis".
by Chaplain Alan C. Tu 11
(The following are the olfactory
impressions of a fellow traveler of
the Trinity Crew on its recent
trip of Florida.)
Some thread always seem to link
together a series of events. Some-
times it is a song; sometimes it's
a joke. Smells were the common
denominator of the Crew's adven-
tures in Florida.
Upholstery, cleaning compounds,
and leather gives to new cars,
planes, and buses the smell of
travel. On the last Friday night
In March for twenty-nine of the
crew, two bus drivers, two home-
bound students, one coach, one
coach's wife, and a chaplain all
bound for Florida, the smell was
a trip away from books and winter
into the land of the beneficial
rays.
Locker rooms, musty churches,
and last week's laundry is the
smell of twenty-eight crewmen,
etc. on a bus for twenty-nine
hours. Periodic emergency blasts
from an opened window can give
Are you 'afflicted with the pain
inconvenience associated
with pedestrian travel?
Get blessed relief with.
a Value-Rated Used Car
at your Oldsmobile Dealer's!
©Best buys of all are under the Value-Rated Used Car
sign « Many late-model, like-new trades s Many still under
new-car guarantee • All sizes, all makes, all body styles «
All at easy-tortake prices 9 So what are you waiting for?
A streetcar? See your local Oldsmobile Quality Dealer now! USED CARS
no help; the smell is metabolicall•<
basal.
Orange blossoms and jasmine are
the smells of a warm Florida,
night at the end,of a rancid ride
Daylight brings the smells of
creams and lotions to support
the beneficial rays and to block
the pernicious. "Beanies" and
"nernies" meet in the smells of
baby oil and zinc oxide.
Gasoline, lemon oil, and grease
congeal in the sweat of rowing to
give to crew racing a rich aroma,
Carbon monoxide from the launch's
outboard weaves a supporting obli-
gato and all meet in two losses at
Winter Park.
No sawdust, no cotton candy, no
elephants account for the circus
smell of Cyprus Gardens, but the
combination of orange Juice and
gardenias, tourists and aqua -
maids is the smell of circus. To
lose a race is to lose your shirt,
and that smells. The varsity lost
and the JV gained a rich collection
of inter-collegiate smells by a
prow, or should it be "nose."
The peeling of an orange sends a
new smell through the northbound
bus; the winds merge with pis-
tachio shells to add yet another,
But people sleep and people breath;
the old smells return. Many hours
later on the first Sunday in April,
the smell of dirty clothes, baby
oil, and oranges are the last wisps
in a cold Connecticut night of row-
ing in Florida in the spring.
Discipline Group
Asks Suggestions
The recently appointed Commit-
tee on Student Discipline has an-
nounced that It will appreciate any
suggestions concerning any alter-
natives to the Medusa policing
These suggestions may be turned
in to box 741 by campus mail.
The committee consists of Rob-
ert M. Vogel, dean; F. Gardiner
F. Bridge, director of student af-
fairs; Roy Heath, dean of stu-
dents; John H. Chatfleld '65; E.
William Chapln '65; Sandy Evarts
'66; Joseph A. Hourlhan '66 and
Thomas S. Gulotta '66.
TRINITY IS FIRST
In the 1905 edition of "Who's
Who in America" Trinity was first
among the colleges of the East
in the percentage of alumni whose
names appeared.
Help
SUMMER STUDENT WANTS
to rent a three bedroom
house or apartment near the
Trinity campus for a family
of four from mid July to
the end of August. Contact
Chris Larsen, 236-3661,
LUNCHIONSHTI
Delicatessen » Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS
Just Over The Bocks
243 Zion Street
Open Seven
Days a Week
589-8644
HOTEL STATUS
BAglSER SHOF
Mr. Blots
8 Barber*, 2 ManlcurUU. % «
The Modern Berber Sfc*p
For Modern Men
Raior OttUK Men's H«lr 8tyll»*
Sculp ft Hair Treatment
Ifcciai Massages
Also by Appointment
CORNER of FORQ & PEARL
247-8386
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First Visitors Seem Awed
By Arts Center's Facilities
Ten or so students watched in
awe as George E. Nichols III,
acting Arts Center Director man-
ipulated theater lights, pushed but-
tons, and showed off other Goodwin
Theater gadgets.
Noting the student reaction, he
said that even those who had fol-
lowed the theater since planning
started ten years ago were im-
pressed.
Mr. Nichols pointed out a few
deficiencies yet to be corrected,
such as bad counterweighting for
the main curtain, the theater's
faulty sound system, and other
Inevitable rough spots in such a
modern structure, and then added,
"But we can't complain, or leave
us not forget, we've got it made I"
The acting director was disap-
pointed with the small turnout at
the open house (about thirty at
the afternoon and evening
sessions) but said that many stu-
dents had come in on their own
for sneak previews.
Stressing the students' part in the
new center, Mr. Nichols said that
suggestions are welcome and also
noted that care must be taken with
the new building and equipment.
Referring to early thefts (such as
ashtrays) In Mather Hall, he said,
"If that happens here at the Art
Center we will simply replace it
with cheap stuff."
He said that the Center had been
well-furnished, adding, "I would
say nowhere has expense been
spared."
He went on to describe the the-
ater in which he spoke. He ex-
plained the size has been limited
since "we hope to do smaller cham-
ber units, soloists, and so forth."
He said the theater employs "con-
tinental seating," without a center
aisle, "to bring the audience closer
together."
Tentative hours have been set up
in the new Center for Monday
through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and possibly from seven to
ten in the evening as,well. Pos-
sible weekend hours are from one
to four Saturday afternoon and
from seven to ten Sunday even-
ing.
Classes moved to the Center
last week. A few faults in the
new equipment were a hindrance
at first, but it 's agreed that
"Boardman was never like this!"
Students Give
Here
by William Wharton
The first musical program In our
new Austin Pine Arts Center was
presented on Sunday Afternoon by
two of Trinity's eminent pianists,
James S. Hlatt '65 and Raymond
A. Wertheirn '64 , who is now
doing graduate work at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania.
The program Included four im-
portant works of duo-piano lit-
erature: "Sonata in D Minor, K.
448" bv W. A. Mozart:the "Dance"
from "La Vida Breve" by Manuel
de Falla; "En Blanc et Noir" by
Claude Debussy; and finally the
"Sonata In F Minor, Op 34b" by
Johannes Brahms.
Ray and Jim succeeded in pro-
viding: a successful and accurate
performance. Their skill and
ability was especially displayed
to this listener In the works by
Debussy and Brahms. Their splen-
did interpretation of the Brahms
F Minor Sonata which the com-
poser arranged himself from the
"Piano Quintet in F Minor, Op
34a" reaffirmed my great fond-
ness for the work.
"En Blanc et Noir" showed De-
bussy in a light other than some of
his "washed-out" impressionism.
Jim and Ray's excellent, live per-
formance ended any doubts this
music lover had about the work.
In short, Jim and Ray's outstand-
ing duo-piano recital has set a
precedent in, the music of Trinity
and the Austin Fine Arts Center.
Easter
Chaplain Allen C. Tull has
announced that there will be
a midnight service in the
Chapel on the night of April
17, the night before Easter,
for those who will be on can:',-
us for the Easter weekend,
He also said that he would
post a complete schedule of
all Easter Sunday church ser-
vices
Trinity Debut
For 'Parable'
The controversial religious film
PARABLE will be presented next
Wednesday, April 14, at 4:00 p.m.
in McCook Auditorium. The film,
which will be shown as part of a
Department of Religion Colloqium,
is set In a traveling circus, In
which the role of a Christ-figure
is played by the clown.
PARABLE was shown last year
at the Protestant Center at the
New York World's Fair, where
the 22-minute film was highly
praised by some critics, but
roundly denounced by others.
After the showing Wednesday,
' o l l re will be comments by the
members of the department of
reliaion,
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WELCOME
SPRING!
And not far beyond...more
welcome summer! This is
the best time to visit Rogers
Peet and make your selec-
tions for warmer weather.
We have much to interest
the young man who values
good taste, practical styling
and fine materials.
AT ALL ROGERS FEET STORES
BOSTON • HABTFOKD • WASHINGTON
AT T H E S E F I N E STOf tES
BRANFORD-
Martin Bohan Jeweler
BRIDGEPORT--
Lenox Jewelers
DAN BURY --
Addessi Jewelers - 2 stn'es
HARTFORD -
The Philip H. Stevens Co.
MIDDLE TOWN --
Mallove's Jewelers
NEW BRITAIN --
Warren Jewelers
SOUTH NORWALK -
Jewel Box
STAMFORD -
Zantow-Ferguson, Inc.
STRATFORD -
Norma Jewelers Inc.
THOMPSONVILLE-ENFIELD
Marek Jewelers
WATERBURY --
Cardeila Jewelers
Pi Gamma Mu
Honors Twelve
Hartford attorney and civic leader
John C. Parsons has been elected
an honorary member of the Conn-
ecticut Alpha Chapter of Pi Gamma
Mu.
The first honorary member since
1941, Mr. Parsons was cited for
his continued service to the com-
.nunity.
Nine students and two faculty
members, Dr. Edward W. Sloan
III, assistant professor of history,
and Dr. George C, Hlggins Jr.,
college counselor and assistant
professor of psychology, were
elected to membership in the local
chapter of the national honorary
social science society.
The students installed as mem-
bers by undergraduate president
Nick Cantor are Bruce R. Alex-
ander, Ward T. Kelsey, Richard
M. Kirby, Fred W. Knier, John
W. Lemega, John J. O'Neil, Ger-
ald D. Palmer, David R. Sotter,
and Kevin D. Sweeney.
Noted Scholar
To Talk Math
M. Evans Munroe, mathematics
professor at the University of New
Hampshire and chairman of the
department, will deliver two lec-
tures at Trinity on April 29 and 30.
Prof, Munroe, whose visit is
sponsored by the Mathematical
Association of America with the
financial support of the National
Science Foundation will speak at
4 p.m. April 29 on "Manipula-
tions with Differentials Made Re-
spectable" and again that night
at 8:15 on "What Is Measure The-
ory About."
Newman
The Newman Apostolate will meet
tonight at 8 in Alumni Lounge.
The Rev. Randall Blackall of the
Archdiocese of Hartford Cana
House will be the guest speaker.
1. I've been weighing the
possibility of becoming a
perpetual student,
Last week you said you
were considering the
merits of mink fanning.
2. With graduation drawing near
I realized how much more
there was for me to learn.
You didn't also
realize, did you,
that when you graduate
your dad will cut
off vour allowance?
3.1 must admit the thought
did enter my mind.
Has the thought ever
entered your mind
that you might get a
job and make a career
for yourself?
4. What about my thirst for
knowledge?
Just because you work
doesn't mean you have
to stop learning.
6. But what do I know about
insurance?
With your thirst for
knowledge, I'm sure
you'll be the star
of their development
program.
5. You mean earn while learning?
Right. And you can
do it at Equitable.
They'll pay 100« of
your tuition toward
a qualified graduate
degree. At the same
time, the work is
challenging, the pay
is good, and I hear
you move up fast.
For complete information about career opportunities at Equitable, see your
Placement Officer, or write to Edward D. McDougal, Manager,
Manpower Development Division,
The EQUITAB1E Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1285 Ave. of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019 ©Equitable 1965
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Grapefruit" Season Frozen Lacrosse Team Stays Unbeaten;
4 Game-Split In "South" Mddlebury Falls For 5th Win
*»n-T*etl*Tf hocciVinll fao rm T^lio ftoTitciln ovnvpfififtd C o n c e r n - »Trinity's varsity baseball team
fought cold, wind and four op-
ponents on its southern tour, re-
turning to Hartford with two vic-
tories, two defeats and a sore-
armed captain.
The Columbia Lions handed the
Bantams their first loss of the
exhibition season, 11-2, at New
York, March 31.
Playing in su-30 degree weather,
the, Trin nine rapped out eleven
hits, but was unable to put them to-
gether In a rally. Captain Ed
Lazzerini left the game after six
innings with what was later diag-
nosed as "tennis elbow." With
the score 5-2, sophomore Bob
Brickley gave up six runs In the
next two Innings.
Soph John Greaney went all the
way in an 8-5 victory over the
University of Delaware the next
day. The Bantams, down 4-0 at
the end of the first inning, struck
back, tying the score at 5 - 5 .
Pitcher Greaney then won his own
ball game when his single drove
in two runs.
Brickley returned to the mound
on April 3, and the big fast-
baller gave up only one run as
Trin easily defeated Catholic Uni-
versity, 8-1, In Washington, D.C.
Third baseman Mike Hickey's
home run highlighted the Bantam
attack.
The Colonials of George Wash-
ington University downed the vis-
itors from New England, 6-2, April
5. Although the Bantams out-hit
their hosts, their twelve safeties
were too scattered to do any dam-
age.
Trin's starting team during the
southern trip consisted of Laz-
zerini, Greaney, Brickley or Ted
Button on the mound, Joe Houri-
han behind the plate, an infield
of Hickey, Mike Moonves, Steve
Eliot and Jim Belfiore, and an
outfield of Steve Clark, Bob Ochs
and Bob Moore.
Captain Lazzerini felt that the
Bantams hit well, and pointed out
that six players - Hourihan, Bel-
fiore, Hickey, Clark, Ochs and
Moore - returned with ,300-plus
batting averages. "Lazz" also re-
marked that Eliot and Moonves
were looking good at the plate,
and that the lnfielders looked
strong on defense.
he captai  expresse  c r
over the fact that too many fly
balls were misjudged, and that
the Bantams were slow on the
base-paths, reducing, for example,
the possibility of infield hits.
Tomorrow afternoon at three,
Trin opens its regular season
with an away game with the Coast
Guard Academy. The first home
game comes a week from tomor-
row, when the Bantams host Wil-
liams at 3:15.
by Phil Hopke
The varsity lacrosse team has
gotten off to a flying start this
year by starting its official sea-
son by downing a strong Middle-
bury squad 9-1, after a four game
sweep of their exhibition trip to
Baltimore.
In the Mlddlebury game, Trin
quickly got control of the ball
and played most of the first quar-
ter In the Mlddlebury end of the
field. At first they could not get
any good shots on goal.
At 10:51 of the first quarter,
captain Joe Barnard took a pass
from Tom Seddon and moved in
for the shot. He put it past
the Middlebury goalie for the first;
score of the game. Not quite a
minute later Barnard moved in
from outside and tallied his sec-
ond goal unassisted.
Crew Wins Twice At Amherst;
J. V.'s Upset Florida Southern
Trinity began its regular crew
season last Saturday afternoon on
the Connecticut River In North-
ampton In a triangular regatta
with Amherst and C. W. Post.
Four races were held, and the
Bantams won two and also took a
second.
The freshman boat was the first
to race that afternoon, and on the
mile-and-an-eighth upstream
course, the class of '68 out-
stroked the C. W. Post boat and
two shells' from Amherst. The
Winning time was 6:59, 28 seconds
faster than second place crew
and a full two minutes better than
the first of the Lord Jeff boats.
Trinity's third varsity boat won
their race by about 16 seconds,
finishing in a time of 7:05. The
Bantams led all the way in this
race and neither opponent threat-
ened. .
The J. V. crew made a strong bid
to overcome a large Amherst lead,
but it wasn't quite enough. The
Lord Jeffs won by a half a length.
Amherst completely dominated
the varsity race by moving out
to the tune of about 44 strokes per
second. C. W, Post was second,
and Trinity third.
All three varsity boats spent
spring vacation practicing and rac-
ing In the Florida sun.
On April 1, the Bantams faced an
exceptionally strong Rollins squad,
which swept both races. The var-
sity boat was beaten by about 22
seconds, but the J.V.'s camewith-
Campus Notes---
Phi Kappa Psi
Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity has
elected the following officers; Rob-
ert W. Baker '66, president, Wil-
liam A. Roos IV '66, vice-presi-
dent, W. Scott Plumb '66, treasur-
er, George R. Sommer '67, cor-
responding secretary, and John H.
Harris '66, recording secretary.
You mean,
because I'm a .student
or teacher I get
special rates at all
Hilton Hotels in the U.S.?
Hilton Hotels Corporation,
National Sales Office, Palmer House,
Chicago 90, III.
Please send the Faculty-Student
Rate Brochure that tells all.
I am a Faculty Member D Student •
NAMF
HOME ADDRESS
COLLEGE NAME ••
CITY
STREET
STATE
STREET CITY STATE
in seconds of victory.
Cyprus Gardens -was the scene
of the next race, and here the
J.V. Crew really distinguished It-
sel l Coming from behind, they
beat Florida Southern University
by .6 of a second.
In the varsity race, Florida South-
ern crossed the finish line first in
the mile and a quarter jaunt in a
time of 6:29. They were followed
by Jacksonville University, Pur-
due, Trinity, and Tampa in that
order.
Next Saturday, the crew travels
to New York to race St. Josephs
of Philadelphia, and St. Johns of
New York on the Olympic Trail
Course, Trinity will be represent-
ed by the Varsity, J.V. and fresh-
•man shells, and third varsity will
vie against Notre Dame and St.
Peter's.
Former All-American QB
To Assist On Grid-Field '
A former Little-All American
quarterback and Amherst football
coach has been added to Trinity's
football coaching staff. Donald G.
Miller was appointed assistant
professor of physical education
last week. The appointment be-
comes effective on September 1,
1965.
Mr, Miller was chosen to the
Little All-American squad for his
performance at the University of
Delaware in 1954.
Miller was assistant football
coach at Amherst for six years.
During this span, the Lord Jeffs
compiled a 38-9 record, winning
the Little-Three crown five out
of thesix years.
Before coaching at Amherst, Mr.
Miller served as head football
coach at Newark (Deleware) high
school. His team compiled a 31-2
Tennis Squad
Nets 1st, 9-0
APRIL 10 - The Bantam net-
ters unleashed their power on an
overmatched Rhode Island team to-
day,,as they opened the 1965 cam-
paign with an Impressive 9-0 vic-
tory. Trinity's opponents managed
to salvage only two of twenty sets
played.
The ease with which the Ban-
tams subdued their foes is read-
ily apparent by the individual
scores. George Andrews defeated
Ston Miller, 6-1, 6-2; Dave Can-
trell beat Bob Sunshine, 6-1, 6-1;
Jon Davison downed Dennis Rosen,
6-0, 6.-0; Steve Gfiggs topped John
Founder, 7-5, 6-2; Jeff Tilden
came back from 5-0 and 4-5 In
the third set to overcome Bruce
Nelson, 4-6, 6-3, 8-6; and Nick
Mclver cut down Bob McFarlin,
6-4, 6-2. In an unofficial seventh
match, Al Crane dumped Tom
Sherman, 6-1, 6-0.
record and in 1957 he was elected
"Delaware High School Coach of
the Year."
In another coaching appointment,
Harold F. Donnelly has been named
the new golf coach. Mr. Donnelly
assumes the responsibilities of
Mitch Pappas, who voluntarily
stepped down because of increased
academic pursuits.
Doerge Vaults
121 6 " For Mark;
Wesleyan Wins
Craig Doerge began the track
season In high style on March
23, when he broke a 16 year old
track record by pole vaulting 12
feet 6 1/2 Inches against Wes-
leyan.
Trinity lost the indoor meet 78-
31, but this did not put too much
of a damper on Doerge's feat.
The lean junior's event was the
last to finish, as he and Nick
Blaiswell of Wesleyan battled for
height. Blaiswell was eliminated
at 12'3", and Doerge then cleared
the record height on his third
jump. '
. The old Trinity record was 12
feet, five inches, set by Saward
Epps in 1949.
Jesse Brewer was the only other
Bantam to capture a first. His
19'8 1/2" leap.in the broad jump
was enough to bring him a first.
Dave Bremer took a third in the
45 yard hurdles, while Don Mac-
: Innes took a third in the pole
vaul t /Also taking thirds were
Fred Prillaman In the shot, Chuck
Snyder in the 40 yard dash, and
Tim Talbot in the 45 yard hurdles.
Wesleyan's Bob Witten put the
shot 49 feet to smash the meet
and field house record of 48'11",
set in 1960 by Bill DeColigney.
Bill Winans ran the 45 yard hur-
dles in :06.1 to tie the meet
record.
Tuxedos, Toils, Morning
Coats For Sole
White Dinner Jackets
Formal Shirts
Cummerbund
Slaller Clothes
251 Main Street (Open 10AM - 5PM)
$5.00
M.50
H.50
Hartford
With five minutes gone in the
second quarter, George Davies
scored unassisted and forty-five
seconds later Barnard picked up
a hat trick with his third goal.
Trinity took a four to nothing
lead into the half-time break with
a surprising strong game going,
for them.
Mlddlebury had won their first
three games this season ten
straight over a two year span.
But the Trinity defense was break-
ing their attack, and the contin-
ual substitution of four Trinity
midfleld-men ran Middlebury into
the ground.
In the third quarter, Trin's of-
fense came alive with five goals,
two by Henry Hopkins and one
each by Marty Gall, Andy Whlt-
temore and Nate Rath.
Middlebury picked up their only
tally on a shot from thirty yards
out that goalie King Hurlock
missed. The rest of the game
Hurlock did a fine job in blocking
some tough shots. In the fourth
quarter Trin let up and no one
scored, making the final score
9 to 1.
For the first time, the lacrosse
team made a southern trip this
year and did extremely well. They
beat Baltimore Junior College 15-
2 with Hopkins getting five goals
and two assists, Barker getting
four goals and two assists and
Scott two goals. Hayden,
Phelps, Rath, and Whittemore each
tallied once.
The team then beat Hobart 4-3
with Rath, Scarlett, Tomford and
Hopkins scoring one goal each.
Hopkins scored two goals and Gall
one In beating Baltimore Loyola
3-2.
The team finished the trip by
beating the Johns Hopkins Frosh
9-3 with Brown getting three goals,
Barnard two, Gish and Gall one
each and Hopkins getting two goals
and two assists.
Hopkins scored a total of ten
goals and five assists for fifteen
points on the trip.
Asia
(Continued from Page 2)
RICHARD ROVERE, the last
speaker and a writer, criticized
delusions of American foreign pol-
icy and called for "an acceptance
of communist regimes that are
sovereign," discounting the Idea
of a worldwide Marxist movement
that could override national In-
terests.
The myth of an international com-
munist conspiracy, controlled,
planned, and directed by Moscow
must be eliminated he continued.
American policy has stumbled
over the as sumption, that ideolo-
gies can override national
interests.
"The U.S. must now assess the
value of the NATIONAL character
of communism as opposed to the
myth of international character",
Mr. Rovere said. Soviet power is
no .'• longer a threat to American
interests in Europe because of
the independent nature of her sat-
ellites such as Romania and Yu-
goslavia.
We should, he asserted, support
sovereign and "Titoist" com-
munism.
watches
birthstones
diamonds
wedding bands
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